**The Only Way To Control Atomic Energy**

*By The Editors*

The most frightful development of warfare under capitalism—the ruthless employment of the atomic bomb on civilians—has produced a movement of unprecedented mass has erupted into a world-wide protest. This protest is not merely a protest against the indiscriminate use of atomic energy; it is a protest against the entire system of capitalism. The vast armament industries that have been built up by the United States government to produce atomic bombs must be stopped. The United States government must be forced to disband its atomic energy program and to begin working towards a peaceful and just world.

The American people are beginning to realize that the only way to control atomic energy is to take control of the government. The only way to end this madness is to elect a government that will work for peace, not war.
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LEADERS NEEDS ITS OWN PARTY, NOT A THIRD CAPITALIST PARTY

By George Clarka

"Labor statement" and their Marxist friends' 'call for revolution' is not the answer. The labor movement is not built on cheap slogans and empty promises. It is built on the hard work and dedication of its members. The labor movement needs its own party, not a third capitalist party. The labor movement needs a party that is committed to the interests of its members, not a party that is committed to the interests of the capitalists.

Unions and the Working Class

Unions are the backbone of the labor movement. They are the organizations that represent the working class and fight for their rights. Unions are not just for the workers, they are for everyone. Unions are not just for the present, they are for the future. Unions are not just for the present generation, they are for the generations to come. Unions are the voice of the working class.

The labor movement needs its own party, not a third capitalist party. The labor movement needs a party that is committed to the interests of its members, not a party that is committed to the interests of the capitalists.

No More Bosses

The labor movement needs its own party, not a third capitalist party. The labor movement needs a party that is committed to the interests of its members, not a party that is committed to the interests of the capitalists.

The labor movement needs its own party, not a third capitalist party. The labor movement needs a party that is committed to the interests of its members, not a party that is committed to the interests of the capitalists.
Stormy Outbreaks Due In France As Workers Demand Wage Raises

French And Italian June Elections Record Shift Right To Far

By George Breitman

A shift to the right is the outcome of the French and Italian elections since June 3 and 8. The defeat of the socialist parties in both countries marks a new political alignment in Western Europe, as the old set of alliances becomes obsolete. The defeat of the socialists means the victory of the forces of reaction, and a movement to the right of the workers is the result. The socialists have been defeated because they have not been able to represent the interests of the workers, but they have also been defeated because they have not been able to appeal to the workers. The result is a political vacuum in Western Europe, as the old set of alliances becomes obsolete. The defeat of the socialists means the victory of the forces of reaction, and a movement to the right of the workers is the result. The socialists have been defeated because they have not been able to represent the interests of the workers, but they have also been defeated because they have not been able to appeal to the workers. The result is a political vacuum in Western Europe, as the old set of alliances becomes obsolete. The defeat of the socialists means the victory of the forces of reaction, and a movement to the right of the workers is the result. The socialists have been defeated because they have not been able to represent the interests of the workers, but they have also been defeated because they have not been able to appeal to the workers. The result is a political vacuum in Western Europe, as the old set of alliances becomes obsolete.
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**Against The Draft!**

By a vote of 77 to 1, Republican and Demo-

cratic members of the House, with

Republican sponsors, have

brought a manpower

amendment sponsored by Representative

B. T. Scott of South Carolina. The massacre

of 1000 Greek civilians in Mytilene, Greece

is the reason why the Communists in Greece

are fighting for the liberation of their

country. 


---

"Big new culprit of stinks is expected to be unearthed at the

Korean War's cost of $400

million. The government is

now trying to uncover a

company that has been

paid for the performance

of its contract. The Repub-
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Los Angeles Homeless

Pioneer Notes

The plight of workers' families in the housing crisis is not to be minimized. 'Homelessness' is not just a statistic, but a human tragedy. These workers, who built the railroad and are now forced to live on the tracks, were forced to take shelter in the railroad yard because the local union refused to play on the floor of the train on the hard boards.

A Working Class Mother's Answer to Aid Europe

The worker's answer to the question, "Why should we give money to Europe?" should be, "Why should we give money to Europe?" The worker is the one who is being asked to give money to Europe. The worker is the one who is being asked to give money to Europe. The worker is the one who is being asked to give money to Europe. The worker is the one who is being asked to give money to Europe.

Story Of A Timber Worker Enslaved By California Boss

This is the story of one man's struggle against the power of the timber king. The story is told in the words of the workers themselves. The story is told in the words of the workers themselves. The story is told in the words of the workers themselves. The story is told in the words of the workers themselves.

Write For Your Free Copy

Of The New Catalog of
Pioneer Publishers
For 15 Years Publishers of
Books and Pamphlets on Socialism
and the Labor Movement

wcvorks on the American Labor Movement
pamphlets on the Negro struggle
resolutions of the Socialist Workers Party
documents of the Fourth International
by James P. Cannon

PIONEER PUBLISHERS
116 University Place, New York, N. Y.

SEND ME A FREE COPY OF MY NEW CATALOG
SEND A FREE COPY OF MY NEW CATALOG TO
THE NAMES WHICH I ENCLOSE.

Detroit SWP

Asks For Books

The Detroit branch of the SWP is seeking the help of the people of Detroit in the movement to build the Socialist Workers Party. We need literature, newspapers, pamphlets and other materials which will enable us to spread our message. We need your help. We need your help.

Detroit SWP

Asks For Books

The Detroit branch of the SWP is seeking the help of the people of Detroit in the movement to build the Socialist Workers Party. We need literature, newspapers, pamphlets and other materials which will enable us to spread our message. We need your help. We need your help.

Chicago Mass Meeting

Smash Truman's War in the World!

In Tacoma Buy the "Millionaire"

9th and Pacific
Pacific Bell 12th and 13th

Detroit Public Meeting

The Big-Business-Govt. War On Labor

Speaker: WILLIAM F. HARDEE

Evanston, Ill.

SUNDAY, JUNE 5, 6:30 P.M.

Socialist Workers Party

Plymouth Hotel
777 W. Adams St.
$13,864 RAISED FOR 'MILITANT' FUND WITH ONLY NINE DAYS LEFT TO DEADLINE

By Justin Lang
Campaign Director

Our drive to raise $15,000 to help stabilize The Militant is now less than ten days away from deadline. We are almost there! As our report reveals, we have already obtained over 50% of our goal. However, the next nine days are the most important. It will determine whether or not we meet our quota.

Support of the Militant

Workers Pettee, our readers and friends have continued to respond fantastically, thus launching a successful campaign to meet the demand of the Militant's Steady Read Drive. This means you can order in time to receive your quota, to bring in our $15,000 drive as a necessary condition on our group needs. This is a unique opportunity in order to raise our needed $15,000.

PERCENTS

These three hundred thousand are the "outper center" this week. The Chicago, Philadelphia and Los Angeles regions have all increased their subscription and have now won the all prize. The committee’s goal is to have these regions reach the top prize, but that is not in the least part of the story.

New York City

The first day totals 101 subscribers, the second day the total is 52 subscribers, and the third day the total is 31 subscribers.

Chicago SWP Celebrates New Headquarters

CHICAGO, June 1 - Baillists' headquarters and friends of the New York Labor Relations Commission approved the new headquarters, which was opened on the first floor of the brick building.

KILLER STILL FREE

The Chicago Tribune reported that the New York Labor Relations Commission has ordered the release of the killer, John J. Still, who was assassinated by New York City officials in 1929. The Commission's decision comes after a series of hearings and investigations into the events of that time.

York City

Scoreboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Quota</th>
<th>Per</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I Want To Help!

To The Militant:

I like The Militant because it tells the truth. I know that it is the only paper I can trust, and I like it for myself and for support. This is why I want to do my part in contributing to The Militant's $15,000 Fund Campaign.

I enclose $________ toward my work.

I want a contribution list to circulate among my friends and fellow-workers, so they can help The Militant.

By Justin Lang
Campaign Director

San Francisco SWP Plans Relief Dinner

A Spanish-Filipino Relief Committee Italian dinner will be served Saturday, June 18, at the San Francisco Club, 3532 Armitage St., 9-2 p.m. Proceeds will be divided among those by the committee of the Spanish-Filipino Relief Committee in the work ofalumni.

San Francisco Italian Dinner

Saturday, June 19

Dancing, Auction

For Enquirers:

EXBROK 1926
103 Grant Ave., 7 to 9 p.m.

Mail This Blank For Your Reservation At Mid-West Vacation Camp And School

Workers Enjoy Mid-West Vacation Camp And School

For workers and their families who are now thinking about planning their summer vacation. This statement will help you know that the Mid-West Vacation Camp and School is the place to be this summer. We have all the facilities and equipment to make your vacation enjoyable and memorable.

In Memoriam

Comrade Fred Lind

The Tacoma Branch of the Socialist Workers Party is deeply mourned the loss of one of its most active members. When Fred Lind passed away at the age of 56, he became an active member and an active member of our Socialist movement. His death is a heavy loss to the party.

Mail This Blank For Your Reservation At Mid-West Vacation Camp And School

116 University Place

Reservation accommodations for below:

Adults 4 weeks, Children 2 weeks

List all who will attend:

Name

City

State

Address

Phone
By Joseph Hansen

(Reprinted in the series of articles on Stalin’s Moscow Frameup. This issue continues a series that appeared in the May 7 issue.)

Stalin is a living symbol of the theory that the Russian Communist party must move forward to a world revolution. The party’s policies are designed to create conditions for that revolution to take place, and Stalin is the master mind behind them.

Stalin is a man of action, a man who has always been able to put his ideas into practice. He is a man who knows how to organize and lead a movement, and he is a man who has always been willing to take risks.

Stalin’s policies have been successful, and his leadership has been effective. The party has made significant progress toward its goals, and Stalin has played a key role in that progress.

However, Stalin’s policies have also had some negative consequences. The party’s adherence to a strict form of communism has led to the suppression of dissent and the control of the media.

Stalin’s policies have also led to the oppression of minorities and the restriction of civil liberties. The party has been willing to use violence to maintain control, and this has led to the deaths of many innocent people.

In spite of these negative consequences, Stalin’s policies have been successful. The party has made significant progress toward its goals, and Stalin has played a key role in that progress.

However, it is clear that the party’s adherence to a strict form of communism has led to the suppression of dissent and the control of the media. It is also clear that the party has been willing to use violence to maintain control, and this has led to the deaths of many innocent people.

In conclusion, Stalin is a man of action who has always been able to put his ideas into practice. The party has made significant progress toward its goals, and Stalin has played a key role in that progress.

However, the party’s adherence to a strict form of communism has led to the suppression of dissent and the control of the media. The party has been willing to use violence to maintain control, and this has led to the deaths of many innocent people.

It is clear that the party’s adherence to a strict form of communism has led to the suppression of dissent and the control of the media. It is also clear that the party has been willing to use violence to maintain control, and this has led to the deaths of many innocent people.

In conclusion, Stalin is a man of action who has always been able to put his ideas into practice. The party has made significant progress toward its goals, and Stalin has played a key role in that progress.

However, the party’s adherence to a strict form of communism has led to the suppression of dissent and the control of the media. The party has been willing to use violence to maintain control, and this has led to the deaths of many innocent people.
The Militant

Atomic Bomb Demonstration In The Pacific
Is Calculated Step Toward World War III

Will Your City Look Like This Tomorrow?

Experts See No Scientific Value
In Bikini "Test"

In the first part of this issue, The Militant announced that "the United States will take the next step closer to the Third World War." The occasion is the "Bikini test," a "demonstration display of American military power." The announcement was based on the assumption that the United States is about to take a step toward world war. As a result, the question of whether the United States is really preparing for a world war is being raised.

The Militant has been active in the anti-war movement since its founding in 1949. It has consistently called for a world war and has been a leader in the anti-war movement. The Militant has been a consistent critic of the United States government and its policies.

The Militant has also been active in the anti-nuclear weapons movement. The Militant has been a consistent critic of the United States government and its policies.

The Militant has also been active in the anti-communist movement. The Militant has been a consistent critic of the United States government and its policies.

The Militant has also been active in the anti-fascist movement. The Militant has been a consistent critic of the United States government and its policies.

The Militant has also been active in the anti-capitalist movement. The Militant has been a consistent critic of the United States government and its policies.
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